Quantitative DNA methylation analysis of laser capture microdissected formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissues.
We developed an assay to quantify DNA methylation in breast cancer cells isolated by laser capture microdissection (LCM). The assay uses methylation sensitive restriction enzyme (MSRE) digestion and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). To assess the validity and precision of the assay, we prepared standard samples with expected methylation percentage (MP) for two gene promoters (PLAU (plasminogen inhibitor, urokinase) and TIMP3 (TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 3)) that we compared with measured MPs. We found good linearity of MSRE digestion and qPCR procedures for both promoters (beta=0.90-1.19+/-0.05-0.10 and r=0.95-0.98; all P<0.0001). Moreover, results remained similar after addition of a purification step between MSRE digestion and qPCR procedures. The validity of this technique was also confirmed by successfully replicating previously published MPs of four cell lines for PLAU and TIMP3 promoters. We assessed the consistency of our approach by comparing MPs of PLAU and TIMP3 promoters from nine breast cancer patients and two cell lines using LCM frozen tissues and their corresponding formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues. We found good consistency (intraclass correlation coefficient=0.93) of MPs between frozen tissues and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues. Our data demonstrate that this assay based on digestion with MSRE and qPCR procedures is a good technique to quantify MP on limited amounts of DNA and may find clinical applications.